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Following topics were discussed by Shravan (Alumni 2008batch)
INDUSTRY TRAINING: Industrial training refers to work experience that
is relevant to professional development prior to graduation. It provides
professional work experience with specific assignments and
Responsibilities.
PROCESS TRAINING: The Training Process comprises of a series of steps
that needs to be followed systematically to have an efficient training
programme. The training is a systematic activity performed to modify the
skills, attitudes and the behaviour of an employee to perform a particular
job.
BILLABLE AND NON-BILLABLE PROJECTS: Billable projects are those
projects costs your client agrees to be billed for. For professional service
firms such as attorneys, accountants and consultants, the billable resource
is typically time. Non-billable projects are those projects costs related to
your work with Professional that the client is unwilling to reimburse.
Funds are paid by company, usually global based software.
WEB APPLICATION FRAMEWORK: It is a software framework that is
designed to support the development of web applications including web
services, web resources, and web APIs. Web frameworks aim to automate
the overhead associated with common activities performed in web
development.

Some of the platform that is widely used are:
 JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
 MongoDB
 Liferay
 AngularJS So on
RESPONSIVE WEBPAGES (DESIGN) USING:
o SKELETON: The Skeleton framework provides a simple and rapid way of kicking
off a web build. With a straight-forward grid and clear typography, Skeleton is
arguably the lightest way of introducing yourself to responsive frameworks.
o TWITTER BOOTSTRAP: With the new Bootstrap 3 mobile first grid system
creating the responsive and mobile friendly websites has become much easier.
As opposed to previous version you don't need to include any additional style
sheet to enable responsive feature. It provides better control over the layout as
well as how it will be rendered on different types of devices like cell phones,
tablets, desktop and laptops, large screen devices etc.
o FOUNDATION: As its name suggests, Foundation is primarily used as a
foundation for any responsive website project. It is a lightweight framework
packed with rich features designed to quickly develop fast-loading, responsive
websites. When designing responsive sites, the mobile-first approach springs to
mind as the smartest way to build and this is something Foundation has taken
into account in its latest iteration.

